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DeborahMayo's Error and the Growthof ExperimentalKnowledgeis a rich,
useful, and accessible book. It is also a large volume which few people can
realisticallybe expected to read cover to cover. Consideringthose factors,the
main focus of this review will be on providingvarious potentialreaderswith
guidelines for making the best use of the book.
As the authorherself advises, the main points can be graspedby readingthe
first and the last chapters.The real benefit, however, would only come from
studying some of the intervening chapters closely. Below I will offer comments on several of the majorstrandsthatcan be teased apart,thoughthey are
found rightly intertwinedin the book.
Scientific change and progress. One laudablecharacteristicI find throughout
the volume is thatit grappleswith the traditionalquestionsseriously,insteadof
abandoningthem as pass6. From thatpoint of view I can heartilyrecommend
Chapter2, 'Ducks, Rabbits,and Normal Science: Recasting the Kuhn's-Eye
View of Popper'.This chaptercan be readquite well even in isolation from the
rest of the book. I thinkMayo's insightfulsynthesisof PopperandKuhnwill be
useful to everyone, from advancedundergraduatesto expertsin the field. The
basic idea is thatKuhniannormalscience, when interpretedas Mayo proposes,
'turnsout to offer an effective basis for severe testing' (p. 23), quite contraryto
the fear of dogmatismthat Popperexpressedconcerningnormalscience. The
only reservationI have is the feeling that Kuhn's ideas get flattened.Particularly, the notion of incommensurabilityis almost completely ignored, to the
point where Mayo rejects the notion of extraordinaryor revolutionaryscience
altogether- 'there is just normal science, understood as standardtesting'
(p. 55). To be fair, I should note that Mayo does not regardit as her task to
give a faithful account of 'what Kuhn saw himself as doing' (p. 21).
Learningfrom error. The most fundamentaltenet of Mayo's philosophy, in
agreementwith Popper,is that we learn from error,and she seeks to describe
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and recommend concrete methods for doing that. The basic ideas can be
grasped from Chapters 1 and 5. In a way, the overall direction of Mayo's
argumentscould be characterizedas a returnto scientific common sense. A
heavy emphasis is placed on the measureof statisticalsignificance and other
related concepts, whose widespread application in contemporaryscientific
practice cannotbe denied.
I thinkmorereflectionson what 'error'meanswouldbe helpfulfor the entire
project.On the one hand,Mayo's typology of error(firstgiven on p. 18) could
be developed and elaboratedfurtherwith much benefit. On the other hand,
Mayo's use of the word 'error'seems to indicateperhapsan overly straightforward sense of a resultthatdeviates from the truth.I do not mean to imply that
this book should have includedlengthy discussions miredin referencesto the
existing literatureon truth and realism. Still, talking about 'learning from
error'involves the assumptionthatwe can identify an errorwhen we see one,
and know when we are getting closer to the truth.(So it is not a surprisethat
when it comes to Kuhn, only normal science can be nicely incorporatedinto
Mayo's way of thinking.)
Mayo's operative tools derive from standardNeyman-Pearson statistics.
Startingfrom a specificationof a population,we can computethe probabilities
of error inherent in reaching conclusions on the basis of given methods of
sampling and inference. The situation is not quite the same in empirical
investigations, in which we neitherknow the true distributionto begin with,
norhave any guaranteethatthe samplingis actuallydone as we intendit; so our
estimates of errorprobabilitiesmust rely on assumptionsthat are ultimately
unfounded,or at least unverified.But these worries are fully anticipatedin
Mayo's discussions, as explained below.
Self-correctionand ampliativeinference.The partof Mayo's work thatI find
most exciting is the argumentthat scientific knowledge can transcendthe
problemof induction(andnot obviateit, as Popperwould have it). Drawingon
Peirce's ideas (Chapter 12), she argues that well-known experimentaland
statisticaltechniquesallow us to spot and correctour errors,even without an
ultimateand direct access to the truth.Moreover,inductiveinferences can be
trulyampliative,meaningthatwe can properlyreachconclusionsthataremore
informativethan the data would logically allow. Concretedetails illustrating
these two majorpoints are scatteredthroughoutthe volume, but somethingof a
summarycan be found in Chapter13. I thinkmuch more workwill be needed
to develop and defend these points, and I hope Mayo's work will continueto
stimulatefurtherenquiries.
Levels in testing.One crucialingredientin Mayo's pictureof scientificknowledge is thehierarchyof modelsor,moregenerally,differentlevels of knowledge.
This is spelled out in greatdetail in Chapter5, but an examinationof Table 5.1
(p. 130) andTable5.2 (p. 140;inspiredby Suppes)may be sufficientfor readers
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who are familiarwith relatedideas from other authors,whetherthey be Feigl
(empiricallaws vs. high-leveltheory),Cartwright(phenomenologicalvs. fundamentallaws), Bogen andWoodward(datavs. phenomena),or indeedSuppes.At
any rate, Mayo's notion is that learningfrom erroronly becomes manageable
if we can breakdown enquiryinto smallerbits; trying to go from raw data to
seemingly
major theoreticalhypotheses will only invite underdetermination,
insurmountable.
In this context,Mayo gives a very informativediscussionof two well-known
historical cases: Perrin's work on Brownianmotion, and the eclipse expeditions to test Einstein's predictionof the bending of starlightaroundthe sun.
Both Perrinand Eddingtonare seen as accepting or rejectingtheirdata on the
basis of low-level assumptions that can be tested. As described by Mayo,
Perrin(see Chapter7) is very convincing in demonstratingthe 'randomwalk'
natureof Brownianmotion. On the otherhand,the argumentsattributedto him
are pretty weak when it comes to arguingfor the molecular-kinetictheoryin
general. The situation is similar in the other case (Section 8.6): Eddington
seems to have convincing error-probabilityargumentsfor his conclusions
aboutthe amountof the observeddeflection;on the otherhand,when it comes
to understanding
how thisresultwas usedas evidencefor generalrelativity,there
doesn't seem to be very much thatthe error-probability
frameworkcan give us.
In
the
concrete
discussions
of
historical
cases
and methodological
Severity.
quarrels,the centre-pieceof Mayo's reasoningis the criterionof severity;this
is spelled out in detail in Chapter 6 (especially pp. 178-84). To put it
informally, a severe testing procedurehas a high probabilityof rejecting a
hypothesis that is incorrect; passing a severe test confers credibility to a
hypothesis. Mayo is not operatingin a falsificationistcontext, and passing a
severe test actually confers reliability to a hypothesis, not just Popperian
corroboration.This is plausible provided that we accept Mayo's confidence
about the low-level assumptionswhich enter the calculation of severity (see
'Levels in testing' above). A wide array of methodological intuitions and
scientific decisions receive justification as moves to increase severity in
testing, and as instancesof acceptingthe verdictof severe tests (see 'Strategies
of testing' below).
Bayesianism.Attackson what Mayo calls 'the Bayesian Way' can be found in
almost all of the discussions containedin the book. The centralpoints can be
gatheredfrom Sections 3.3 and 3.4, and Chapter10. I think Mayo is right in
predictingthatshe will not convince the faithfulBayesians,but I thinkshe does
manageto launcha stimulatingattackon the 'only game in town'. I hope some
Bayesians will respond constructivelyto various aspects of Mayo's critique
and polemics, to carrythe debate forward.
I think the most notable aspect of Mayo's stance is her steadfastrefusal to
attachprobabilitiesto hypotheses.Such probabilitieswould really make sense
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only if 'universeswere as plenty as blackberries'(Peirce's phrase)so that we
could considerthe numberof universesin which the given hypothesesaretrue.
This world-countingis not necessary for making sense of errorprobabilities,
which are just relative frequencies with which testing procedures would
produce erroneous verdicts about hypotheses. This will strike many critics
as hard-headedfrequentism,but I thinkthereis good sense in tryingto see how
far we can get just on relative frequencies, which after all must be the least
andhandlingempiricalprobabilities.Readers
problematicway of understanding
can judge for themselves the fruitfulnessof Mayo's frequentistapproachby
examiningthe positive resultsproduced,ratherthan focusing on the argument
with Bayesians.
Strategies of testing. There is much valuable detailed discussion of testing
strategies in the latter half of the book. I think the pivotal point in these
discussions is that data should be considerednot only in themselves but also
in relationto other sets of data that would be producedby applying the same
testingprocedurein similarsituations.This comes to the pointmade above (see
'Bayesianism'), that we should talk aboutthe reliabilityof testing procedures
ratherthan the degree of belief or confirmationconferredon hypotheses by
data.
There are three majorissues I would like to highlight from Mayo's discussions. First, Mayo grapples(in Chapter8) with the old questionregardingthe
value of novel evidence in confirmation:does a hypothesis receive more
confirmationwhen it predicts novel phenomena that later get verified, than
when it merely accommodatesphenomenathat are alreadyknown? Building
on and adding to the excellent treatmentof this issue by Musgrave, Mayo
argues convincingly that it is severity that matters,not whetherthe evidence
was known or used in the constructionof the hypothesis. I am, however, not
entirely convinced by her criticism of the views advanced by Worrall and
Giere, and I think it would be fruitfulto solicit responsesfrom these authors.
On the other two issues, Mayo comes out more explicitly against the
Bayesians concerning their stance that the only thing that matters is the
actualdata, not how the data were obtained.Mayo arguesagainst the strategy
of 'hunting'for correlations(Chapter9) and the 'tryandtry again' strategyfor
getting the result that one would like to see (Section 10.3), because these
testing procedureslack severity. For the Bayesiansthe lack of severityhere is
imaginary(to the extent that they can conceptualizeseverity as construedby
Mayo), because what determinesthe posteriorprobabilityis the evidence itself
(togetherwith the priorprobabilities),not the evidence plus what else would
have been obtainedby applying the same procedureagain.
On these questionsof testing strategies,I thinkit would be very informative
to generatemore comparativediscussions on how actual scientific decisions
wouldbe (orwouldhavebeen)madedifferentlydependingon whichphilosophy
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or method of testing one adopts.It is not as if the Bayesian probabilitykinematics could producedecisive verdictson many actual scientific issues, and a
similarthing can probablybe said aboutthe error-statisticalapproachwhen it
comes to the high-level scientificdecisions that methodologistslike to discuss
(see 'Levels in testing'above).My own suspicionis thatdisagreementsbetween
the methodswould occurmostly in cases thatare so uncertainthatno consensus
would be reachedeven if only one methodis used.
There is much else in Mayo's book that I do not have the space to discuss
here. I will briefly note that there is a good deal of discussion of Duhem and
underdetermination(Chapters4 and 6), which I personally found less useful
than the discussions highlighted above. Mayo's remarkson Neyman's and
Pearson'sdifferingphilosophies (Chapter11) and Peirce's views on inductive
inference (Chapter 12) will be of interest to the appropriatespecialists, and
they also do give furtherinsights into Mayo's own ideas.
In sum, I hope many readerswill make use of this majorwork and carryon
the debates it aims to stimulate.

